
GCSE Mathematics (1MA1)  
Foundation Tier Paper 3F (Shadow Set 3) 
 
Summer 2019 student-friendly mark scheme 

 
 

Please note that this mark scheme is not the one used by 
examiners for making scripts. It is intended more as a guide to 
good practice, indicating where marks are given for correct 
answers. As such, it doesn’t show follow-through marks (marks 
that are awarded despite errors being made) or special cases. 
 
It should also be noted that for many questions, there may be 
alternative methods of finding correct solutions that are not 
shown here – they will be covered in the formal mark scheme. 

 
 
 
 

NOTES ON MARKING PRINCIPLES 
 
 
Guidance on the use of codes within this mark scheme 
 
 
M1 – method mark. This mark is generally given for an appropriate method in 
the context of the question. This mark is given for showing your working and 
may be awarded even if working is incorrect. 
 
P1 – process mark.  This mark is generally given for setting up an appropriate 
process to find a solution in the context of the question. 
 
A1 – accuracy mark. This mark is generally given for a correct answer 
following correct working. 
 
B1 – working mark. This mark is usually given when working and the answer 
cannot easily be separated. 
 
C1 – communication mark. This mark is given for explaining your answer or 
giving a conclusion in context supported by your working. 
 
Some questions require all working to be shown; in such questions, no marks 
will be given for an answer with no working (even if it is a correct answer). 
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Question 1 (Total 1 mark) 

Part Working or answer an examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

 700 B1 This mark is given for the correct answer 
only 

 
 
Question 2 (Total 1 mark) 

Part Working or answer an examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

 42, 48 or 54 B1 This mark is given for a correct answer 
only 

 
 
Question 3 (Total 1 mark) 

Part Working or answer an examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

 4500 B1 This mark is given for the correct answer 
only 

 
 
Question 4 (Total 1 mark) 

Part Working an or answer examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

 16 B1 This mark is given for the correct answers 
only 

 
 
Question 5 (Total 1 mark) 

Part Working or answer an examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

  B1 This mark is given for the correct answer 
(or any equivalent fraction) 

 
 
Question 6 (Total 2 marks) 

Part Working or answer an examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

 60 ´  M1 This mark is given for a method to find 
the percentage 

18 A1 This mark is given for the correct answer 
only 

 
 

100
29

100
30
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Question 7 (Total 2 marks) 

Part Working or answer an examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

 (29 + 7) – (15 + 11) 

= 36 – 26 

M1 This mark is given for a method to find 
the totals of green and red counters 

10 A1 This mark is given for the correct answer 
only 

 
 
Question 8 (Total 3 marks)  

Part Working or answer an examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

 124 ÷ 4 = 31 M1 This mark is given for a method to find 
many litres of petrol there are in one 
quarter of a tank 

3 ´ 31 M1 This mark is given for a method to find 
out how much petrol is needed to fill the 
other three quarters of the tank 

93 A1 This mark is given for the correct answer 
only 

 
 
Question 9 (Total 2 marks) 

Part Working or answer an examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

 5e + 11e = 16e 
9f – 7f = 2f 

M1 This mark is given for 8e or 2f  seen 

16e + 2f A1 This mark is given for the correct answer 
only 

 

Question 10 (Total 3 marks) 

Part Working or answer an examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

 25 + 50 + 75 = 150 M1 This mark is given for a method to find 
out the total of the counters given to 
Simon, Hermoine and Lenny 

 M1 This mark is given for  writing the 
number of counters left in the bag as a 
fraction of the original total 

 
A1 This mark is given for the correct answer 

only 

600
150600 -

4
3
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Question 11 (Total 4 marks) 

Part Working or answer an examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

(a) 29.58 – 14.25 = 15.33 P1 This mark is given for a method to find 
how much cheaper it would be to send one 
parcel 

12 ´ 15.33 P1 This mark is given for a method to find 
how much cheaper it would be to send 12 
parcels 

183.96 A1 This mark is given for the correct answer 
only 

(b) Both figures used in the calculation were 
rounded down 

C1 This mark is given for a correct 
explanation 

 
 
Question 12 (Total 2 marks) 

Part Working or answer an examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

  M1 This mark is given for a method to find 
out the fraction of money Haytham gets 

 =  A1 This mark is given for the correct answer 
only (or an equivalent fraction) 

 
 
Question 13 (Total 2 marks) 

Part Working an or answer examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

 For example: 
49 is a number in the sequence 

84 is a number in the sequence 

C1 This mark is given for a correct example 
stated 

For example: 
No, because 49 is in the sequence and 36 
added to make 85 is not in the 5 times table 
No, because 84 is in the sequence and the 
next number is 91  
No, because 85 is divisible by 5 but 19 is 
not 

C1 This mark is given for a correct reason 
stated 

 
 

24119
11
++

44
11

4
1
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Question 14 (Total 2 marks) 

Part Working or answer an examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

  M1 This mark is given fro either 8.17 or 3.74 
seen 

2.184492 A1 This mark is given for the correct answer 
only (no more than eight digits are 
required) 

 
 
Question 15 (Total 4 marks) 

Part Working or answer an examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

(a) 4 ´ 80 + 100 P1 This mark is given for a method to find 
the total hire charge 

420 A1 This mark is given for the correct answer 
only 

(b)  P1 This mark is given for a method to find 
the number of weeks the 3D printer was 
hired for 

12 A1 This mark is given for the correct answer 
only 

 
 
Question 16 (Total 3 marks) 

Part Working or answer an examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

      

         
 

P1 This mark is given for a process to find 
the perimeter of the shape with the 
missing length 5 cm shown or the base of 
the shape (4 cm + 9 cm = 13 cm) shown 

9 + 4 + 5 + 9 + 4 + 9 + 4 P1 This mark is given for a complete process 
to find the length of the perimeter 

44 A1 This mark is given for the correct answer 
only 

 

74.3
17.8

80
1001060 -

4 cm 

4 cm 

4 cm 5 cm 

9 cm 

9 cm 

9 cm 
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Question 17 (Total 2 marks) 

Part Working or answer an examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

 2 cm : 200 cm 
12 cm : 1200 cm 

P1 This mark is given for a scale factor 
found 

12  This mark is given for the correct answer 
in the range 10 to 14 

 
 
Question 18 (Total 3 marks) 

Part Working or answer an examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

(a) (The modal number of point has the largest 
frequency) 
1 

B1 This mark is given for the correct answer 
only 

(b) (0 ´ 4) + (1 ´ 11) + (2 ´ 8) + (3 ´ 6) + 
(4 ´ 3) + (5 ´ 3) 

= 0 + 11 + 16 + 18 + 12 +15 

M1 This mark is given for a method to find 
the total number of points scored 

72 A1 This mark is given for the correct answer 
only 

 
 
Question 19 (Total 2 marks) 

Part Working or answer an examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

 y – 7 = 5x M1 This mark is given for a method to start 
rearranging the formula (for example, 
subtracting 7 from both sides) 

x =  A1 This mark is given for the correct answer 
only 

 
 
Question 20 (Total 2 marks) 

Part Working an or answer examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

 Angle BDA = 45° (half a right angle) 

Angle ADE = 60° (equilateral triangle) 

M1 This mark is given for one of the angles 
BDA or ADE found 

Angle BDE = 105° A1 This mark is given for the correct answer 
only 

 
 

5
7-y
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Question 21 (Total 3 marks) 

Part Working or answer an examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

 950 ´ 18.53 = 17603.50 P1 This mark is given for a process to work 
out how many rand Stela can get 

17603.50 ÷ 200 = 88.0175 P1 This mark is for a process to find out how 
many 200 rand notes Stela can get 

88 A1 This mark is given for the correct answer 
only 

 
 
Question 22 (Total 4 marks) 

Part Working or answer an examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

 760 ÷ 29.5 = 25.762… P1 This mark is given for a process to find 
the number of gallons of petrol used 

25.762… ´ 4.55 = 117.22… P1 This mark is given for a process to 
convert from gallons to litres 

117.22… ´ 1.16 =  P1 This mark is given for a process to work 
out how the cost of the petrol the car used  

135.97 A1 This mark is given for the correct answer 
only (accept answers in the range 135.95 
to 136.00) 

 
 
Question 23 (Total 5 marks) 

Part Working or answer an examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

  ´ 1200 = 336 P1 This mark is given for a process to find 
the number of medium packets of mints 
that Anthony buys 

 ´ 1500 = 900 
P1 This mark is given for a process to find 

the number of medium packets of mints 
that Simon  buys 

 = 105 P1 This mark is given for a process to use 
ratio to find the number of medium 
packets of mints that Will buys 

105 ´ 5 = 525 P1 This mark is given for a process to find 
the number of medium packets of mints 
that Will buys 

336 + 900 + 525 = 1761 A1 This mark is given for the correct answer 
only 
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Question 24 (Total 5 marks) 

Part Working an or answer examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

(a) 

 

M1 This mark is given for placing numbers 
3 and 5 in the intersection of A and B 

 

M1 This mark is given for placing numbers 1 
and 9 in set A only  

or  
the numbers 2, 4 and 7 in set B only  

or  

the numbers 6 and 8 outside A È B 

C1 This mark is given for a fully correct 
Venn diagram 

(b) There are 2 numbers in A Ç B 

There are 9 numbers in the universal set 

M1 This mark is given for one of these two 
statements seen 

 A1 This mark is given for a correct answer 
only 

 
 
Question 25 (Total 3 marks) 

Part Working or answer an examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

 250 000 ´ 1.0175 = 254375 M1 This mark is given for a method to show 
the amount that will be in the savings 
account after one year 

250 000 ´ (1.0175)4 = 267964.76 M1 This mark is given for a method to show 
the amount that will be in the savings 
account after four years 

267964.76 – 250 000 = 17964.76 A1 This mark is given for a correct answer 
only 

 
 

9
2

3 
5 

3 
5 1  9  2  4  7 

6   8 
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Question 26 (Total 3 marks) 

Part Working or answer an examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

(a) 40 < h £ 50 B1 This mark is given for the correct answer 
only 

(b) 

 

B2 This mark is given for a correct polygon 
with points plotted at midpoints 

(B1 is given for one point incorrect) 

 
 
Question 27 (Total 2 marks) 

Part Working or answer an examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

 For example: 
Points should be joined by straight lines, 
not curved lines 

The first quarter not shown 
9.5 is missing from the vertical axis 

The vertical axis does not start from zero 

B1 This mark is given for a first correct 
statement 

B1 This mark is given for a second correct 
statement 

 
 
Question 28 (Total 4 marks) 

Part Working or answer an examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

 (6 – 2) ´ 180 = 720 M1 This mark is given for a method to find 
the sum of the interior angles of a 
hexagon 

Letting the angles AFE and BCD = 2x and 
the angles FED and CDE = x, then 
720 – 105 – 105 = 6x 

M1 This mark is given for a method to find 
the missing angles of the hexagon 

x =  = 85 M1 This mark is given for a method to find 
the value of x 

Thus angle AFE = 2x = 170 C1 This mark is given for the correct answer 
only following from correct working 

 
 

6
510
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Question 29 (Total 5 marks) 

Part Working or answer an examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

 2 ´ p ´ 0.92 = 5.089… P1 This mark is given for a process to find 
the area of the top and bottom of the tank 

2p ´ 0.9 ´ 1.8 = 10.178… P1 This mark is given for a process to find 
the curved surface area of the tank 

5.089… + 10.178… = 15.268… P1 This mark is given for a process to find 
the total surface area of the tank 

3 ´ 15.268… = 44.804… P1 This mark is given for a process to find 
the total surface area of three tanks 

Kenki has enough paint to cover 40 m2 so 
does not have enough paint to completely 
cover 3 tanks 

C1 This mark is given for a correct 
conclusion supported by correct working 

 
 
Question 30 (Total 3 marks) 

Part Working or answer an examiner might 
expect to see 

Mark Notes 

 36x – 48 = 132 
36x + 8y = 20 

M1 This mark is given for a method to 
eliminate x or y 

–56y = 112 

    y = –2 

M1 This mark is given for a  method to a 
value for y 

12x + 32 = 44 

  x = 1 

A1 This mark is given for both correct values 
for x and y 

 
 
 

 


